Historic, Archive Document

Do not assume content reflects current scientific knowledge, policies, or practices.
IT is generally known that we are establishing an extensive new nursery at Woodmont, Conn., at the R. R. Station and will soon move our entire establishment to this new location.

The Nursery stock still remaining at Edgewood, our present office and home nursery grounds, includes a choice lot of SPLENDID SPECIMEN TREES, EVERGREENS, SHRUBS, BEARING SIZE FRUIT TREES, ETC. This stock we are now offering at SPECIAL CLEARANCE PRICES so as to dispose of it quickly. We have decided that it is better to close out this STOCK at SACRIFICE PRICES rather than to transplant it to our new Nurseries. Our loss is the purchaser's decided gain. A chance like this may not again occur in a life time. Look over the lists on inside pages and send for quotations on such of the stock as you can probably use and we will promptly quote VERY SPECIAL BARGAIN PRICES on such of this list as is not already booked when your definite order is received. Delay on your part may be disappointing to you as the BARGAIN PRICES we are making are sure to result in this stock being quickly booked up. We will hold orders subject to convenient shipping dates for either this Spring or, in case of evergreens, for the following August or September planting.

NO CATALOG WILL BE SENT OUT THIS SPRING, except on request. If you desire a copy of our Latest General-Whole-sale-Catalog, please instruct us to send you one and it will be mailed promptly. Our extensive stock of the usual planting sizes is listed with prices, in this catalog as usual.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
WOODMONT NURSERIES, Inc.

EDGEWOOD EDGEWOOD AVENUE NEAR NEW YALE BOWL
* TELEPHONES NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Some of the Clearance Sale

AVENUE, STREET AND HIGHWAY TREES. Much of New England's beauty is dependent on the fine stately trees along our highways. Thanks to the foresight of our forebears, we are now enjoying this wonderful legacy. Trees, like people, cannot live but for a given time and our present stately trees must some time go. How can we better pay our debt of gratitude for these lovely trees than by planting more for future generations. There is plenty of room almost everywhere for more highway trees. These SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE highway trees are great bargains.

VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT SOCIETIES. Almost every town now has its village improvement society. These societies' best work is often the encouraging of a more liberal planting of Trees, Evergreens, Shrubs, Vines, Fruit Trees, etc., both along the highways, parkings and about the homes. We can make up a truck or car load of assorted Nursery-stock and quote very SPECIAL CLEARANCE PRICES, suitable for general village improvement distribution. Write to us for further details.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL GROUNDS. Many other countries are ahead of us in the adorning of Church and School grounds. Where should we more naturally look for refinement as expressed in trees and other beautiful growing things, than about the grounds of our Churches and Schools. A more active movement is now rapidly taking shape along this line and these SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE OFFERINGS come in just right for this purpose.

CEMETERIES. Park-like treatment of Cemeteries is now carried to a high degree of beauty in this country. Old cemeteries as well as new ones have continually before them new problems requiring new planting materials. Screening out objectionable boundary lines, avenue plantings and establishing of shrubbery and evergreen groupings, are questions ever before the cemetery management. Much of this SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK can be used to advantage here.

Look over the Clearance Sale Stock listed on inside page of this sheet. Pick out from it the stock which interests you and send a list to us for special CLEARANCE PRICES. We prefer to quote special prices on each separate inquiry, as the sizes, grades, kinds and quantities ordered for a single shipment will necessarily govern the SPECIAL PRICE we can quote. Large auto truck or carload lots in a single shipment can be quoted at a lower price than smaller orders. We would suggest neighbors clubbing together in some instances.
uses for this Specimen Stock

CITY AND SUBURBAN A few carefully selected specimen HOME GROUNDS. Trees, Flowering-shrubs or Evergreens can often be placed about even the restricted city garden and lawn in such a way as to greatly add to its attractiveness as well as providing screens from objectionable views which so often occur. Much of this SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK is especially valuable for just these purposes.

COUNTRY ESTATES. The practical and aesthetic are happily combined in the development of the many ideal country private estates whose number is so rapidly increasing in this country. Problems of establishing Windbreaks, Woodland border plantings, Groves, Avenues, etc., call for quantities of nursery-stock. This SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK can be used to great advantage, especially the LARGER SIZES to establish quick results. It costs some more to set out these larger sizes but years of waiting can be saved. The extra cost is soon forgotten where the decided saving of time is important.

PUBLIC PARKS. The public very naturally desires to have their Public Parks reach a stage of attractive maturity as rapidly as possible. LARGE SPECIMEN Evergreens, Shade and Avenue Trees, with a little extra care in the transplanting, can be made to produce wonderful results right away under the skillful care of the practical park superintendent.

FRUIT GARDENS. The practical and beautiful are handmaids in the Fruit Garden, whether it be the restricted city garden with its mixture of both Fruits, Vegetables and Flowers, or the more liberal orchards of the country. Do not fail to plant at least a few Fruit-trees and Grape-vines, even if the available space is limited, and where opportunity affords, plant liberally.

This SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE includes some fine EXTRA LARGE fruiting sizes of Apples (standards and dwarf), Pears, Plums, Quince and Cherry trees, and bearing size (stake grown) Grape Vines. Inquire for available list.

and profit by this opportunity. Please state in your inquiry if you wish specimen individual trees or stock for general grouping effects. The price of individual specimens is of course much higher than those for general planting. Also state if you wish the stock quoted with the understanding that you will call for it at the nursery, if we are to plan to deliver it with our own trucks or whether it is to be sent by freight. Orders for evergreens may remain at the Nursery until August or September if customer prefers transplanting at that season rather than in the Spring.

WOODMONT NURSERIES, Inc.
Auto or Drive via West Chapel Street from Center of New Haven

*TELEPHONES
**EDGECWOOD, EDGECWOOD AVENUE,**

**APPLES** Continued.

Newtown Pippin. One of the very best apples as to quality; very juicy, crisp and highly delicious to flavor. December to May.

Northern Spy. Large; roundish, slightly conical, somewhat ribbed; striped, with the sunny side nearly covered with purplish-red; flesh white and tender; in perfection in January.

Peck's Pleasant. Large; pale yellow; very tender and rich, and a fine bearer. November to March.

**RHODE ISLAND GREENING.** Large, roundish, green or greenish-yellow. Prices unless otherwise noted—Selected trees, 4 to 5 feet, 25c. each; $1.00 per dozen. 6 to 7 feet, 75c. each; $3.00 per dozen. Special low rates per 100 and 1,000.

**Bismarck.** This fine new apple comes from New Zealand, and it is creating great interest among apple growers, not only here but all over Europe. It is a fruit of large size, specimens having been grown, it is claimed, of nearly two pounds each. Color a deep orange yellow, shading to a bronzy red. On a transplanted 3-year Standard tree it was counted twenty-six handsome apples, showing what a wonder it is. (See illustration.) Price 50c. each; $3.00 per dozen.

**BISMARCK DWARFS** on Doucin stock will bear fruit even as pot plants, and are just right for a small garden. Price $1.00 each.

**CRAB APPLES.**

**Transcendent.** Bright red; immensely productive. A good apple for market. HYSLOP. One of the largest and most beautiful Crabs; late keeper. Prices same as apples.

**PEARS.**

This is a universally favorite fruit and a variety of sorts, giving a long season of supply, is one of the features in all well equipped gardens. The fruit should be picked just before it is ripe and kept from the light until mellow to know how delicious the variety really is.

The varieties that we consider most desirable are in heavy type.

**SUMMER.**

**DOVENNE D'ETE.** Small; yellow, with red cheek; good.

**Wilden.** Small; yellow, with red cheek; beautiful.

**Koonce.** New. Described as medium yellow, with carmine cheek; spicy, juicy, sweet; very good, vigorous and productive. $1.00 to $1.50.

**BEURRE GIFFARD.** Yellowish green, with reddish cheek; excellent. One of the best very early pears.

**Clapp's Favorite.** Large; yellowish, with red cheek; rich and melting, excellent; very productive and popular. December to May.

**Bartlett.** Large, excellent; vigorous grower; very productive. The pear for everybody.

**Standard trees.**—Price, except where otherwise noted—Selected trees, 4 to 5 feet, $3.00 per dozen. 6 to 8 feet, $5.00 to $7.00 each. Transplanted specimens, fruiting size, $1.00 to $5.00 each.

**Dwarfs.**—Selected trees, 4 to 5 feet, 35c. to 50c. each; $3.50 to $5.00 per dozen.

*Can be supplied in Dwarf Trees.

**NEW HAVEN, CONN.**

**AUTUMN.**

**Anjou** (Beurre d'Anjou). Large, greenish, sprinkled with russet; flesh whitish, buttery, melting; with a high, rich, vinous flavor; very productive; the best for late fall.

**BARTLETT-FESECKEL.** A cross between these two desirable pears, and is sure to become favorably known as soon as people get acquainted with it.

**BELLE LUCRATIVE** (Fondante d'Atomme). A fine, large pear; yellowish-green, slightly russeted; mealy and delicious.

**BEURRE BOSC.** Large; yellow-russeted; half melting; high flavored and excellent.

**BUFFUM.** Medium size; yellow; sweet and excellent; a stout and upright grower.

**Clairgeau.** Its large size, early bearing, productivity and great beauty make this one of the most valuable market sorts. October and November.

**DUCHESS D'ANGOUELLE.** Very large; greenish-yellow, sometimes a little russeted; makes a beautiful tree; does best on quince.

**Howell.** Large, light, waxy yellow, with a fine red cheek; handsome, rich, sweet, melting; an early and profuse bearer. Very hardy and valuable.

**KIEFFER'S HYBRID.** A remarkable grower, with vigorous constitution. Fruit rich color and good quality. Brings high prices in competition with other varieties. Best when picked at maturity and house ripened.

**Idaho.** Possesses many valuable characteristics; strong, vigorous growth; very productive, long keeper; excellent quality. Large and handsome; core very small, many entirely seedless; skin golden yellow; flesh white, fine grained, with a rich subdued acid flavor.

**Seckel.** Small; russet, with crimson-red cheek. The standard of excellence in pears. Slow in commencing to bear, but very productive, long-lived and valuable.

**Sheldon.** Large, russet, sweet, juicy; excellent; one of the best.

**VERMONT BEAUTY.** Medium; yellow, with crimson cheek; rich, juicy. A new pear. Ripens immediately after Seckel, but is much larger in size.

**Worden-Seckel or Late Seckel,** is considered to be fully equal to its famous parent which it much resembles in flavor, is equally as insidious, more juicy, and with an aroma equally as rich and inviting, while in size, color, form and appearance it is decidedly superior. Grown under like conditions, we think it will average a half larger. In color, when well ripened, it closely resembles Clapp's Favorite, but is a little brighter red on one side, and a light golden yellow on the other, sprinkled with very faint russet dots, with a skin that is usually as smooth and waxy as if it had been varnished. Its long, slim, waxy, waxy stem discredits the effect. It is more upright and rapid grower than the Seckel. Its foliage is strong and abundant. The tree is an enormous bearer,—the fruit ripening just after the Seckel; keeps remarkably well, retaining its flavor and quality to the last. It is free from the tenebrosa, 5 at the core, even when left on the tree until fully ripe.

We have no other pear which combines such high quality, rare beauty and great productivity, and probably no other has been received with such universal favor, or has called forth from competent critics so much spontaneous praise. Price, 3-year-old trees, $1.50 each; $7.50 per dozen. Transplanted 3-year trees, $2.00 each.

**WINTER.**

**DANA'S HOVEY.** Mod. November to January. Size small; shape round, oblate pyriform; color yellow and brown; flesh of fine quality. One of the best.

**Lawrence.** Mod. November to January. Size medium to large; shape round, oblate, pyriform; color yellow; flesh rich, sweet, and aromatic.

**Vicar.** (Vicar of Winkfield,) Vic. December to April. Size very large; shape pyriform; color yellow; flesh juicy. Productive and excellent for cooking.

**WINTER NELIS.** Free. November to February. Size medium; shape oblong, pyriform; color yellow and russet; flesh rich, buttery, excellent. One of the very best late winter sorts.

Price, 3-year-old trees, $1.50 each; $7.50 per dozen. Transplanted 3-year trees, $2.00 each.
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GENERAL LIST.

CHERRIES.

Varieties suitable for New England planters.

*Black Tartarian. Bright purplish black; tender, juicy, rich and fine. A rapid grower and great bearer. One of the popular kinds. June.

*Early Richmond. An early, red, acid cherry; valuable for cooking early in the season. June.

Empress Eugenia. Large; dark red; flesh juicy, rich.

*Governor Wood. Large; light yellow and bright red; tender, juicy, sweet; rich and delicious. Tree very vigorous and productive, one of the most popular. Middle to end of June.

May Duke. Excellent variety; large, dark red; juicy, sub-acid, rich. Tree hardy, vigorous, and fruitful.

Windsor. Large, liver-colored; flesh remarkably firm and of fine quality. Tree hardy and very prolific.

Dwarf Rocky Mountain. A western species recently found growing in the mountains of Colorado.

Prices—4 to 5 feet, 35c. each; $3.50 per dozen. 5 to 7 feet, 50c. each; $5.00 per dozen. Extra size transplanted trees, 75c. to $2.00 each.

PEACHES.

Alexander. Medium size; skin greenish white, nearly covered with rich red; flesh melting, juicy, sweet, tree vigorous and productive; end of June.

Crawford Early. This very beautiful and best of yellow peaches is highly esteemed for market purposes. Fruit very large, oblong; skin yellow, with fine red cheek; flesh yellow.

Crawford Late. A superb fruit of very large size; skin yellow, with a broad dark red cheek; flesh deep yellow, but red at the stone, juicy and melting, with a very rich and excellent vinous flavor.

Champion. Many specimens have measured 10 inches in circumference. The flavor is delicious, sweet, rich and juicy, skin creamy white with red cheek, strikingly handsome. Early August.

Elberta. This tree is probably being more extensively planted to-day than any other variety. It is a most certain bearer. The fruit is large, yellow with red cheek, juicy and of high quality. September.

Early Rivers. Large; color creamy white, with a delicate pink cheek; with a remarkably rich flavor. One of the finest for home use.

Foster. Large, deep orange red, becoming very dark red on the sunny side; flesh yellow, very rich and juicy, with sub-acid flavor.

* Can be supplied in the transplanted grade.

ELM CITY NURSERY COMPANY,

Morris White. Medium; straw color, tinged with red; juicy and delicious; productive. September.

Mountain Rose. Large, red; flesh white, juicy, rich and excellent; one of the best early freestone peaches. Should be in every collection.

Old Mixon. Is a fine, large, productive variety; skin yellowish white, with a deep red cheek; flesh white but red at the stone; tender, rich, excellent; indispensable. September.

Stump the World. Very large, roundish; skin white, with a bright red cheek, flesh white, juicy and good. Last of September.

Triumph. It ripens with Alexander. The fruit is large, with very small pit, yellow with mottled-crimson cheek, very handsome; flesh yellow and ripens evenly to the stone.

Wonderful. A free stone; color rich golden yellow, overspread with carmine. It ripens after nearly all other varieties have disappeared, and is a remarkable keeper.

Prices—1 year, 6 to 8 feet, each, 50c.; $5.00 per dozen. 4 to 6 feet, each, 25c.; $2.00 per dozen. 2 to 4 feet, each 15c.; $1.00 per dozen. Special low prices per 100 and 1000.

APRICOTS.

Alexander, Alexis, Gibb, J. L. Budd. 40c. each, $4.00 per dozen.

NECTARINES.

Boston, Early Violet, Red Roman. Prices same as Apricots.

QUINCES.

Orange de Apple. Large, bright yellow, excellent; the best known, and most popular variety.

Rea's Mammoth. Resembles the Orange, but claimed to be an improvement on that favorite old sort in that the tree is a more vigorous grower and fruit is much larger.

Champion, and Meech's Prolific. Two newer varieties, very strong growers, forming larger trees than Orange, and more productive; fruit large, of good quality, but inferior in color; ripening very late, and until it is ripe the fruit is rather green in color to sell well; valuable and popular.

Prices—3 to 4 feet, 25c. each, $2.50 per dozen; 4 to 6 feet, 50c. each, $5.00 per dozen. Bearing size transplanted trees, 75c. to $1.00 each.
Some of the uses for this Clearance Sale Specimen Stock

AVENUE, STREET AND HIGHWAY TREES. Much of New England’s beauty is dependent on the fine stately trees along our highways. Thanks to the foresight of our forebears, we are now enjoying this wonderful legacy. Trees, like people, cannot live but for a given time and our present stately trees must some time go. How can we better pay our debt of gratitude for these lovely trees than by planting more for future generations. There is plenty of room almost everywhere for more highway trees. These SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE highway trees are great hargains.

VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT Almost every town now has its village improvement society. These societies’ best work is often the encouraging of a more liberal planting of Trees, Evergreens, Shrubs, Vines, Fruit Trees, etc., both along the highways, parkings and about the homes. We can make up a truck or car load of assorted Nursery-stock and quote very SPECIAL CLEARANCE PRICES, suitable for general village improvement distribution. Write to us for further details.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL Many other countries are ahead of us in the adorning of Church and School grounds. Where should we more naturally look for refinement as expressed in trees and other beautiful growing things, than about the grounds of our Churches and Schools. A more active movement is now rapidly taking shape along this line and these SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE OFFERINGS come in just right for this purpose.

CEMETERIES. Park-like treatment of Cemeteries is now carried to a high degree of beauty in this country. Old cemeteries as well as new ones have continually before them new problems requiring new planting materials. Screening out objectionable bounary lines, avenue plantings and establishing of shrubbery and evergreen groupings, are questions ever before the cemetery management. Much of this SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK can be used to advantage here.

LOCK OVER THE CLEARANCE SALE STOCK listed on inside page of this sheet. Pick out from it the stock which interests you and send a list to us for special CLEARANCE PRICES. We prefer to quote special prices on each separate inquiry, as the sizes, grades, kinds and quantities ordered for a single shipment will necessarily govern the SPECIAL PRICE we can quote. Large auto truck or carload lots in a single shipment can be quoted at a lower price than smaller orders. We would suggest neighbors clubbing together in some instances

CITY AND SUBURBAN A few carefully selected specimen HOME GROUNDS. Trees, Flowering-shrubs or Evergreens can often be placed around even the restricted city garden and lawn in such a way as to greatly add to its attractiveness as well as providing screens from objectionable views which so often occur. Much of this SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK is especially valuable for just these purposes.

COUNTRY ESTATES. The practical and aesthetic are happily combined in the development of the many ideal country private estates whose number is so rapidly increasing in this country. Problems of establishing Windbreaks, Woodland border plantings, Groves, Avenues, etc., call for quantities of nursery-stock. This SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE STOCK can be used to great advantage, especially the LARGER SIZES to establish quick results. It costs some more to set out these larger sizes but years of waiting can be saved. The extra cost is soon forgotten where the decided saving of time is important.

PUBLIC PARKS. The public very naturally desires to have their Public Parks reach a stage of attractive maturity as rapidly as possible. LARGE SPECIMEN Evergreens, Shade and Avenue Trees, with a little extra care in the transplanting, can be made to produce wonderful results right away under the skillful care of the practical park superintendent.

FRUIT GARDENS. The practical and beautiful are hand maidens in the Fruit Garden, whether it be the restricted city garden with its mixture of both Fruits, Vegetables and Flowers, or the more liberal orchards of the country. Do not fail to plant at least a few Fruit-trees and Grape-vines, even if the available space is limited, and where opportunity affords, plant liberally.

This SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE includes some fine EXTRA LARGE水果树木 as Apples (standards and dwarf), Pears, Plums, Quince and Cherry trees, and bearing size (staking grown) Grape Vines. Inquire for available list.

and profit by this opportunity. Please state in your inquiry if you wish specimen individual trees or stock for general grouping effects. The price of individual specimens is of course much higher than those for general planting. Also state if you wish the stock quoted with the understanding that you will call for it at the nursery, if we are to plan to deliver it with our own trucks or whether it is to be sent by freight. Orders for over-greens may remain at the Nursery until August or September if customer prefers transplanting at that season rather than in the Spring.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
Take Edgewood Electric Car, Direct to Nurseries and Office

WOODMONT NURSERIES, Inc.
Auto or Drive via West Chapel Street from Center of New Haven
*TELEPHONES
WHY THESE CLEARANCE SALE OFFERS

Our Nurseries at Edgewood have been for many years known as headquarters for high grade EXTRA LARGE SPECIMEN NURSERY STOCK for producing immediate Landscape effects. Our own Landscape Department uses quantities of these large specimens annually. The general buying public, now that it is becoming known that these large sizes can be transplanted successfully, is using this class of large nursery stock in increasing quantities, not willing to wait longer than it is necessary for mature effects with plantings.

Now that Woodmont is soon to be our Nursery headquarters, we have decided it is better for us to dispose of these SPLENDID SPECIMEN TREES, EVERGREENS and SHRUBS direct to the buyer from our Edgewood Nurseries rather than move them to Woodmont. This special CLEARANCE SALE at about one-half real values will make quick disposal of this fine stock. Look over the list on inside page, check off such stock as you can probably use and send this list to us at your earliest convenience. We will quote astonishingly low prices. Prices which you cannot afford to overlook. As the number of many of the quoted items is limited, it is well to state a second choice. Undoubtedly this stock will all be quickly booked up. It is dangerous to delay making early inquiry for whatever you may wish and have the order definitely booked.

USUAL CATALOG SIZES OF NURSERY STOCK.

We have our usual extensive stock of regular catalog sizes of nursery stock. A copy of our General Wholesale Catalog will be mailed to you promptly upon request.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
WOODMONT NURSERIES, Inc.

EDGEWOOD EDGEWOOD AVENUE NEAR NEW YALE BOWL

★ TELEPHONES NEW HAVEN, CONN.